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[Broadside song sheet]: The Factory Girl’s Song
[No place: no publisher no date - circa 1836-1839?]

$3500

Broadside. Approximately 6" x 8½". 19 four-line stanzas printed in two columns with a decorative
border. Chips resulting in irregular margins, a couple of old ink stains, small tears and old folds,
professionally backed with Japanese paper, a good example. No printing information, but likely printed
in New England in the mid- to late-1830s.
The song is narrated by a factory girl working in a textile mill who yearns to leave her job and return to
home. The reference of a “Depot-boy” places the date of the broadside after 1835, when railroads first
became widely established in the Northeast, but likely before 1840, when the ability of a young woman
to leave a factory job was much easier (Greenway. American Folksongs of Protest).
The narrator describes the endless hours at the mill (using factory specific terms) and the condescension
of both the male overseers and the women who work on the floor above the factory girls. Lines such
as, “They cut my wages down / To nine shillings per week” and “I’m going to leave the Factory / And
return to my native land,” suggest the anonymous author was likely a recently arrived English or Irish
immigrant.
Though other “factory girl” broadside song sheets exist from this era they are quite rare. OCLC locates
two song sheets, both American and both attributed to the 1840s – Song of the Factory Girl (1849); and
The Factory Girl’s New-Year Song [circa 1840s], each with a different numbers of stanzas and opening
lines. Other unlocated examples are found in the holdings of the American Antiquarian Society, Middle
Tennessee State, and Brown University, which has several versions. Our research shows only one other
copy of this broadside at The National Museum of American History in Washington, DC, but in
slightly lesser condition. Rare. [BTC#426376]

